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Abstract
Properly deployed Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has the potential to benefit the design, operation
and maintenance of aircraft. For current aircraft, SHM could help extend operational lives while
reducing operational (and maintenance) costs and increasing availability and operational safety. In
addition, the implementation of SHM during the design stage of new aircraft could result in weight
reduction through optimized design and the incorporation of active safety measures. However, a
significant level of development, testing and demonstration is still required for SHM systems to attain the
required maturity for deployment on ground and flight tests, and operational aircraft. With this intent, the
National Research Council of Canada (NRC) has created a global framework, complete with a set of
structural platforms facilitating an accurate assessment, development and demonstration of SHM
systems. These platforms, with increasing levels of structural complexity, can accommodate SHM
systems at different Technology Readiness Levels (TRL). The first level of structural complexity presents a
simple 2 m long aluminium beam, with solid, rectangular cross section, the behaviour of which is well
characterized through analytical and numerical methods. The second platform presents a slightly
increased structural complexity, consisting of a typical representative 2 m long aircraft wing skin with
riveted z-stringers, containing two different aluminium alloys. The third level of complexity presents a
hybrid material aircraft wing box representative structure, with internal aluminium structures and carbon
fibre reinforced epoxy composite skins. The final platforms consist of a full scale CF188 aircraft wing
and a Bell 407 helicopter tail boom, representative of the current aerospace structures to trial sensors
and measurement systems. In all of these platforms, representative load conditions applied during full
scale tests or observed during flight operations can be applied through the use of several hydraulic
actuators and actuation configurations. These load conditions range from static and quasi-static bending,
torsion and coupled load conditions, to low frequency cyclic loading (either constant amplitude or
operational spectra) and higher frequency vibration associated with buffet and flutter. Beyond the
assessment, development and demonstration of load monitoring techniques and sensor systems, these
platforms also offer the opportunity for the development and assessment of SHM techniques and systems
capabilities to detect and monitor damage growth. In order to assess the TRL of the different SHM
systems, replaceable components are introduced, either in a pristine condition, or with existing or
artificially introduced representative damage, which can be grown during the application of the testing
loads. Furthermore, these test platforms are being prepared to introduce representative flight operation
environmental conditions, such as temperature and humidity.
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Structural Health Monitoring Global Framework
Introduction
The concept of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) for aircraft has been developing for more than
50 years, with its earliest beginnings traceable to the British deHavilland Comet aircraft structural
failures, which occurred in the 1950s [1]. Though there were some limited sensing technologies
developed at that time, such as counting accelerometers (for loads monitoring), it was not until the advent
of high capability miniaturized computers in the 1980s that the technologies and efforts for SHM started
to grow exponentially. Computers, with their ability for high speed processing, collecting, managing and
storing of vast amounts of sensor data, have made it possible to dramatically evolve the merging / fusion
of data from several sources measuring physical properties, or changes due to damage or degradation.
With the continued development and evolution of data interpretation and decision-making algorithms and
capabilities, and the simultaneous development of sensors and related techniques and systems, not only
can the effects of cycle dependent usage and time dependent age degradation processes be quantified, but
the information can be used for prognostic and fleet management planning.
Evolution of Structural Assessment Philosophies
Aircraft life cycle management strategies have been evolving in step with design, analytical, modelling
and measurement capabilities and sophistication. Originally, aircraft were designed, qualified and
certified to meet static strength requirements. However, as limitations with this approach became
apparent (such as evident effects on structural weight and therefore payload capability and mission
performance), aircraft structural assessment philosophies evolved to a Safe-Life approach (fixed lives
with no damage allowed and inspections being only those of opportunity); and further to Damage
Tolerance (structural life and inspections based on documented evidence of crack growth and residual
strength) [2,3]. Due to limitations even with the Damage Tolerance approach, future trends are being
directed towards improving safety of operation while achieving economic benefit from performing
inspection, maintenance and repair actions when there is a measured / predicted requirement based on
actual individual aircraft in-service measured usage experience and health status, compared to a
certification test reference; not merely hours of flight tied to such a certification test. To achieve these
objectives, accurate measurements and computational algorithms are required to understand the
consequences of service usage, time and the state of damage in primary aircraft structures. Ultimately,
this will also affect the design of aircraft structures, and with enough sensing and modelling capability,
SHM will become a cornerstone to the fulfilment of the HOListic Structural Integrity Process (HOLSIP)
goals. In HOLSIP, all usage cycle dependent (fatigue) and time dependent degradation due to
environmental effects are quantified. These are considered in the design phase and managed over the life
of the aircraft, starting from material manufacturing (Initial Discontinuity State / Material Quality)
through damage evolution during the Nucleation, Small Crack Growth, Large Crack Growth and Unstable
Fracture phases of life [4]. Figure 1 shows a proposed conceptual flow chart of the information flows in
the HOLSIP framework.
Definition of SHM
For this paper SHM is defined as the continuous, autonomous in-service monitoring of the physical
condition of a structure by means of embedded or attached sensors with minimum manual intervention, to
help maintain the structural integrity of aircraft. Structural Health Monitoring can be considered as one of
the fundamental processes to a holistic approach for establishing and maintaining structural integrity
throughout the life of an aircraft. In addition to damage detection and growth monitoring, there is a need
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within HOLSIP for service usage monitoring, through which the loads being accumulated by the aircraft
can be related to the aircraft certification test or directly fed into a digital model for damage accumulation
evaluation in the structure.
Locations that are determined to be prone to damage during the design phase and verified by full scale
testing are targeted with damage detection technologies and Non Destructive Testing (NDT) inspection
techniques. By integrating the sensing devices and systems that can monitor the evolution and growth of
the damage, coupled with usage loads monitoring, and by feeding the information into appropriate
analytical algorithms and understanding the statistical nature of the processes, one can establish an onaircraft monitoring capability providing effective continuous Safety of Flight by Inspection. There are a
wide variety of SHM sensing technologies; however, these must meet clear requirements set by the
aerospace industry, understanding and quantifying parameters, such as: Probability of Detection (PoD),
data integration interface standards, reliability, speed, and many others, including high Technology
Readiness Level (TRL). For SHM to be effective, it must clearly demonstrate cost efficiency in terms of
aircraft life cycle costs. Several aircraft manufacturers have been exploring the different SHM
technologies [5,6,7], evaluating their potential implementation and use by their technological readiness
(maturity) and cost impact.
The Goals of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
Structural Health Monitoring is a field in which sensors, which can be of various types, are used in
conjunction with structural test data, advanced algorithms and physics based models of the structure in
question to ensure the ability of that structure to continue performing as originally intended. This
description is very broad, as the complexity and scale of application of SHM is problem dependent. It
may apply to a sensor system explicitly designed for a critical area, for example to identify a patch
disbond or growth of a crack at a given location. It may also apply to a more general damage detection
method, intended to determine the type, location and severity of damage in a general sense. SHM in
combination with usage monitoring, in which the load service history of the part is inferred or recorded,
are merged to determine the remaining component life of the structure. Figure 1, shows how usage
monitoring, SHM, and other environmental properties form the key inputs to the HOLSIP (Holistic
Structural Integrity Process).

Figure 1: Physics Based Model (HOLSIP) Flow Diagram
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HOLSIP is a physics based process founded upon the idea that all primary failure mechanisms involved
in the degradation of the structure should not be analyzed merely as the sum of individual mechanisms,
since often times they are interconnected. In reality, many failure mechanisms interact synergistically and
are much more complex and challenging to understand, thus the requirement for a holistic physics based
analysis, design, and life cycle management approach. The final goal of HOLSIP is to more accurately
assess the reliability and structural integrity of aerospace structures therefore achieving economic benefits
for the operator while maintaining safety standards. With full prognostic capabilities, HOLSIP has the
potential to track individual aircraft service usage with respect to structural life remaining, inspections
and maintenance (scheduling and availability), and part replacement. It also can enhance fleet
management by scheduling missions, understanding the effects of mission mix and consequences of
operational tempo on aircraft availability. This requires the measurement of physical parameters that can
be translated to usage and health state. These measurements can be both global and local, depending on
requirements, and may also include environmental effects such as temperature, humidity, etc. Such
measurements may be compared to a baseline to determine relevant changes, to establish an abnormal
state, triggering the initiation of remedial action to avoid catastrophic failure.
Having a capability to generate experimentally measurable data also enables one to assess the prognostic
capabilities of algorithms and to understand how robust these are and the level of sensitivity and accuracy
required for decision-making. A side benefit is that the generation of large quantities of data enables one
to investigate the best methods to be applied and to start appropriate data reduction efforts.
In the end, a successful implementation of SHM will lead to a lessened burden for fleet management and
will provide valuable information that will enable structures to be more efficiently designed and managed,
without compromising reliability and safety of operation. This will allow Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) to reduce structural weight, with obvious benefits to aircraft performance, while
users may take advantage of maintenance credits. Well-developed SHM systems will satisfy the demand
for more economical and efficient, and environmentally friendly aircraft.
NRC Development of Large Scale SHM Platforms
Typically, sensor system and sensing technique evaluations have been conducted on small coupons in the
laboratory; however, a significant technical challenge lies with transitioning technologies to real, large
and complex structures. Without a good understanding of the challenges lying ahead, of instrumenting
and monitoring large complex structures, a successful sensor system application to actual structural
problems is very difficult to achieve. The intent of these large scale platforms is to create facilities where
sensor / system developers, equipment manufacturers and/or end users can gain useful experience, while
undertaking thorough and accurate laboratory verification of the performance of the sensors and systems
for measuring loads / strains / displacements, and for detecting and monitoring damage growth. The
gained experience can provide invaluable information for further sensor / system development and to
support informed decisions as to their application. Such facilities are necessary to assess the performance
of sensors and systems by demonstrating their performance in a high fidelity laboratory environment, up
to National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) TRL 6 [8]. This Technology Readiness Level
consists of the step before conducting the sensors and system assessment, development and demonstration
in an actual aircraft operational environment, for example on a test platform aircraft at the TRL 7 level.
Four well-documented platforms, closely resembling aircraft applications, were developed with the
capabilities listed in Table 1. The performance of each platform has been characterized using
experimental instrumentation including: load cells, Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDTs)
and conventional strain gauges. For some of these platforms, theoretical and Finite Element (FE)
analyses have also been provided to enable reference comparisons for various state of the art and
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developing sensor technologies. Within the referred objectives, one of the purposes of these platforms is
to develop and/or assess the performance of load monitoring techniques. Additionally, for Platforms 2
and 3 specifically, the intent is to also enable the replacement and inclusion of susceptible structural
components, in which representative fatigue crack damage (specific shape, size and type) can be created
and evolved through the application of service loads, to evaluate sensor and system abilities to detect
damage and monitor its growth.
Table 1: SHM Platform Descriptions, Capabilities, and TRL Target
ID
#
1A

1B

Description
Simple rectangular beam
representation of a wing,
or wing spar (aluminium
beam with constant, solid,
rectangular cross section)
Riveted skin and Z stringer
beam representation of a
CC115 (DHC-5) Buffalo
aircraft wing skin main
structural component

Loading
Configurations
 Bending
 Torsion
 Bending & Torsion

Targeted Capability

 Bending
 Torsion
 Bending & Torsion

To understand the transition to the next
level of structural complexity of a riveted
wing main structural component, primarily
for load / displacement estimation purposes,
with the future potential of simulating
damage through the selective removal of
rivets connecting the skin and Z stringers.
To enable the introduction and growth of
representative damages in replaceable
aluminium subcomponent design details
(fastener holes, geometric changes), in outer
skin and internal wing box structures. To
assess, develop and demonstrate damage
detection and monitoring sensor systems.
Final stage for assessing systems capable of
load estimation and damage monitoring in a
high fidelity simulated operational
environment (TRL 6).

3 to 5

Final stage for assessing systems capable of
load estimation and damage monitoring in a
high fidelity simulated operational
environment (TRL 6), including vibration.

5 to 6

2

Wing box structure with
fastened ribs and spars (in
aluminium) and skins (in
carbon fiber composite
and/or aluminium
configurations)

 Bending

3

Fighter aircraft wing
structure (aluminium /
titanium / carbon fibre
composite & honeycomb
sandwich composite)
Riveted helicopter
tailboom structure
(aluminium)

 Multi-actuator
Bending & Torsion

4

 Multi-actuator
Bending & Torsion

For simple easily predictable load /
displacement monitoring and estimation
purposes.

TRL
Level
3 to 5

3 to 5

5 to 6

Descriptions of the Test Platforms
The first test platform consists of either a simple aluminium beam with constant, solid, rectangular crosssection or a stiffened aircraft representative aluminium skin with riveted Z stringers, as shown in Figure 2.
The test platform, through the use of up to four hydraulic actuators, can be used to evaluate load
monitoring sensor and system capabilities in bending and/or torsion loading configurations, in quasi-static
and low frequency conditions, simulating realistic loads and either constant amplitude or realistic
operational spectra [9].
The second medium complexity structural platform is representative of a hybrid wing box with internal
aluminium structure (ribs and spars) and composite material removable skins, with the capability to
introduce / replace damaged structural components, such as aluminium internal spars, or aluminium skins,
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as shown in Figure 3. Introduced damages can be grown with the application of either constant amplitude,
or realistic and representative operational usage loading spectra. This test platform is dedicated to the
evaluation of both load and damage monitoring / damage detection systems [10].
The third platform is able to apply simulated realistic flight loads in a controlled environment on a full
scale F/A-18 aircraft outer wing box with up to 10 actuators, as shown in Figure 4. This platform
includes the capability to incorporate damaged and undamaged components, with hidden damage already
existing in the structural platform. These damages can be grown by applying variable loading spectra.
This platform enables the assessment of both load monitoring and damage detection / monitoring
technologies in a complex and realistic aerospace structure, in which existing damage locations and
characterization is either not disclosed, or is not specifically identified to the sensor / system under
evaluation.
The fourth platform is able to apply simulated realistic flight loads in a controlled environment on a full
scale Bell 407 tailboom with up to six actuators, as shown in Figure 5. This platform enables the
assessment of loads monitoring and damage detection / monitoring technologies in a complex and
realistic aerospace structure and high fidelity simulated operational environment, including vibration.
In all of these platforms, representative load conditions applied during full scale tests or observed during
flight operations can be applied, ranging from static and quasi-static bending, torsion and coupled load
conditions, to low frequency cyclic loading (constant amplitude and operational spectra), to higher
frequency vibration associated with buffet and flutter. Several of these platforms also offer the
opportunity to assess SHM systems capabilities to detect and monitor damage growth. This process is
performed through the introduction of replaceable components with existing or artificially introduced
representative damage [11].

Figure 2: Simple beam and Z stringer stiffened aircraft skin bending and torsion platform for evaluating
load monitoring technologies.

Figure 3: A simulated wing box comprised of composite upper and lower skin with aluminium spars and
ribs. Spars and substitute upper wing skins made of aluminium are replaceable.
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Figure 4: CF188 outer wing spectrum loading full-scale test facility.

Figure 5. Helicopter tailboom for assessing loads monitoring and damage detection / monitoring sensor
performance under realistic flight loads.
Summary
The National Research Council Canada (NRC) completed a three year program, receiving financial
support from the Department of National Defence (DND and more specifically AVRS-DRDC), where it
designed, manufactured, assembled, instrumented, and characterized, both analytically, numerically and
experimentally, four structural test platforms. A set of well characterized commissioned platforms,
representative of the different complexity levels that can be found in current and future aerospace
structures, were developed to enable sensor and technology assessment, development and demonstrations,
in structured evaluations. The work also included the development, manufacture and characterization of
undamaged and damaged replaceable elements that may or may not include discrete, multiple site, and
multiple element damages. While these damages can be grown, both damage detection and load
monitoring systems can be assessed through the application of realistic scale and representative load
conditions and loading configurations.
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Altogether, these platforms enable the evaluation of the applicability of sensor systems to the complexity
of aerospace structures, not only in terms of sensor systems’ dimensions, weight, required power and
most of all performance, but also opening ways to perform evaluations considering the aircraft
environment, in terms of temperature, humidity, pressure and vibration. Beyond an important assessment
of sensor and associated systems, this framework enables the evaluation and development of candidate
sensor systems for a gradual implementation into full scale ground testing, as part of the design and
development, and operation of aircraft and components, with the final objective of using sensors and
associated systems in flight, both during testing and aircraft operation; prior to more complex introduction
into aircraft flight testing.
These platforms are complete and are available to external parties, partners and clients, including aircraft
and SHM equipment manufacturers, developers and users, to assess, develop and demonstrate the
capabilities of equipment as a precursor to further development and implementation on actual flight
aircraft. Future capabilities for including environmental effects relevant to aircraft service are being
developed around these platforms to enable sensors and systems to be advanced through demonstrated
trials further up the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scale.
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